Obama's Climate Change Rule Stays Alive in Courts, for Now
by Alex Guillén
Jan. 21, 2016 - The centerpiece of President Barack Obama’s plan to fight climate change survived its biggest legal test so far.  But the administration is not out of the woods yet.
The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals’ decision on Thursday to keep EPA’s carbon rules for existing power plants in place, while lawsuits against it play out, indicates the rule’s far-off compliance deadlines convinced the judges that there is no imminent or irrevocable harm.  The challengers “have not satisfied the stringent requirements for a stay pending court review,” wrote the 3 judges in an order.
The ruling means states will still have to submit their initial compliance plans by Sept. 6 or ask EPA for 2-year extensions.  Most states, even those challenging the rule, are crafting plans to reduce their emissions, as an insurance policy in case the rule survives.  EPA has said it will impose its own plan on states that refuse to come up with their own.
However, the 3 judges did put the legal challenge on a fast track, by scheduling oral arguments for June 2.  That means a final decision on the legality of the Clean Power Plan is more likely to come before the Sept. 6 submission deadline.
The expedited timeline could open up an easier path toward killing the rule, if the circuit strikes it down and a Republican president is elected, then opts not to continue any appeal to the Supreme Court, which is widely expected to have the final say.
West Virginia Attorney General Patrick Morrisey said he was "disappointed" with the decision, but remains optimistic that the rule ultimately will be struck down.  “The court did not issue a ruling on the merits, and we remain confident that our arguments will prevail as the case continues.  We are pleased, however, that the court has agreed to expedite hearing the case," Morrisey said.
Scott Segal, director of the Electric Reliability Coordinating Council, a coalition of utilities and energy companies, said that the decision not to stay the carbon rule, "while not wholly surprising, may be subject to appeal," potentially to the full D.C. Circuit or the Supreme Court.
Environmental groups quickly praised the decision not to block the rule.  "Winning isn’t everything, but in this case it's pretty close," said Carol Browner, a Clinton-era EPA administrator and 1st-term energy adviser to President Barack Obama.  "It underscores the Clean Power Plan’s strong basis in law and signals that legal challenges to it will ultimately fall short, Browner added.  "It’s time to stop suing to stay stuck in the past, and start working to usher in the clean energy economy of the future."
Environmental Defense Fund president Fred Krupp said the decision "means we can continue working – without delay -- to protect Americans from the clear and present danger of climate change."  Sean Donahue, an attorney who represents EDF in the lawsuit, told POLITICO the expedited consideration doesn’t raise concerns about the judges’ early thinking about EPA’s regulation, only that it will “will mean a lot of work for everyone.”
In the meantime, EPA’s foes will double down on their efforts to get the Clean Power Plan tossed out for good.  27 states, plus more than 100 companies and industry groups, have filed lawsuits, all of which were consolidated into the lawsuit led by West Virginia.
They are advancing several arguments questioning whether the Clean Air Act allows EPA to require tools such as renewable energy mandates to control pollution, or whether its authority is limited to cutting emissions from coal plants themselves.
EPA counters that the law is on its side and that the agency should receive deference to interpret conflicting statutes in the CAA.
Coal producer Peabody Energy, which has hired liberal law icon Laurence Tribe, has also raised several constitutional concerns over the Clean Power Plan.  But it remains unclear whether the court will be receptive.
The judges to issue the order were Karen LeCraft Henderson, a George H.W. Bush appointee who also sat on the panel that rejected, as premature, challenges to the proposed Clean Power Plan; Judith W. Rogers, a Bill Clinton appointee; and Sri Srinivasan, who was named to the bench by Barack Obama in 2013.
It is unclear whether those 3 judges will be the same panel to rule on the broader legal issues.  Early procedural issues, like stay requests, are typically handled by a temporary panel.
Coincidentally, the ruling came on the final day to submit public comments on EPA’s proposed federal implementation plan for the Clean Power Plan.  
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